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Building Impactful IT Business
Relationships
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Becoming a valued strategic partner with business colleagues is challenging for
many IT organizations
In principle, there is nothing new about the intention of IT units to be valued as a
strategic partner by their business counterparts. Many efforts have been made to
achieve this through joint business IT strategies, dedicated business facing IT roles and
governance processes like portfolio management.
Despite all those good and important efforts, many IT units are still acting primarily as
service providers, being called to the table after the strategic business discussions have
occurred, and only to address the technical elements of the problem. The root causes for
this vary and a number of capabilities are needed in IT and in the business to resolve this
issue. But a very common and widespread route cause for the dilemma is that IT
colleagues often have a high focus on technical competencies and lack the skills,
mindsets and behaviors needed to build impactful relationships with the business.
Sadly, even those colleagues selected and mandated to act in business facing roles
mostly fail. Only 40% of IT Business Partners are perceived as effective by their business
counterparts1.
The gaps in business partnering skills, mindsets and behaviors are unintentionally but
constantly and profoundly sabotaging the many good initiatives designed to upgrade the
role of IT. Many IT colleagues have not been able to sufficiently exert influence beyond
their own, narrow range of technical responsibilities. But exerting this influence now
becomes an existential question as digital becomes a priority.
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Improving the business partnership is critical to succeed in the digital age
Digital transformation is now one of the main strategic priorities for many companies. At
the same time, many IT services are becoming a commodity. Some CIOs have taken the
opportunity to upgrade their role to become a strategic partner for digital innovation;
but many remain internal IT providers with declining relevance. In order to become a
relevant player in the digital game, IT units need to build the necessary business
partnership capabilities2.

Developing the competencies and the trust needed to gain influence and impact
IT people with business facing roles need to develop a certain set of competencies and
build trust over time in order to gain influence. Terms like influence or power are not
often used in IT organizations with a traditional service provider mindset. But this
influence is critical in order to have a strategic impact and a significant value
contribution.
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The widening gap between IT and the business can be closed, just that strategies,
structures an processes alone won’t do the trick.

The IT business partnership capability is defined as a valued relationship between business and IT that is
based upon a partnership model as opposed to a customer-supplier model
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How can we develop enduring and value adding, collaborative relationships
between business and IT colleagues?
The typical member of our IT teams has not selected his profession in order to fulfill a
communication role or to handle political ambiguity on a regular basis. IT colleagues
usually take pride in their knowledge more than in their ability to engage others. In short,
emotional and social competencies are often not the natural strength of people in
technology expert roles.
Additionally, IT people often find it difficult to think in business terms. They are often not
able to contribute in informal conversations of business colleagues about the economic
environment or the main industry challenges. They also have developed a habit to look
at the firm “inside out” from a process perspective rather than “outside in” with the eyes
of a customer. Despite their understanding of information technology they are often
unable to detect new technology enabled business opportunities early on. In short, they
lack business competencies.

Key competencies to develop impactful business relationships
IT colleagues need to invest in business competencies and emotional competencies:
1. Business understanding
2. Domain knowledge / ability to make informed judgments
3. Mastery of conditions for success

Business
Competencies

4. Technology and customer opportunity awareness
5. Soft skills & humility
6. Political adeptness & integrity
7. Personal power & responsibility

Emotional
Competencies
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The main business competencies are understanding the “business of the
business”, the ability to make informed judgments about investments based on a
sound knowledge of the business domain, mastery of the conditions of success for
business IT programs as well as comprehending the digital opportunities and the
platforms and architectures they require.
The main emotional competencies are the vast field of soft skills in general such as
listening or presenting in clear and engaging ways, the willingness and ability to
navigate within political ambiguity and embracing personal power. All those
competencies are not learned in order to manipulate, but to build trust within
long-term partnerships. Trust will be gained over time if interactions show
authentic humility, integrity and responsibility.
Obviously, the starting point in terms of competencies and the preferences of
individuals about their own development are specific to each person. Moreover,
building those skills and mindsets requires a development journey, not just a one
time training. Companies need to address the gaps and challenge IT colleagues to
develop, while providing the time and support for people to grow. Otherwise,
companies might come up with good business IT strategies and plans but will find
that they are not capable to operationalize them on the long run. Building the
skills and mindsets for an excellent IT Business Partnership is amongst the best
investments IT organizations can make today.

To share your point of view or to discuss with us, how impactful IT business
relationships can be build, please contact info@troisval.ch.

